We address the effect of population structure on key properties of the Ewens sampling formula. We use our previously-introduced inductive method for determining exact allele frequency spectrum (AFS) probabilities under the infinite-allele model of mutation and population structure for samples of arbitrary size. Fundamental to the sampling distribution is the novel-allele probability, the probability that given the pattern of variation in the present sample, the next gene sampled belongs to an as-yet-unobserved allelic class. Unlike the case for panmictic populations, the novel-allele probability depends on the AFS of the present sample. We derive a recursion that directly provides the marginal novel-allele probability across AFSs, obviating the need first to determine the probability of each AFS. Our explorations suggest that the marginal novel-allele probability tends to be greater for initial samples comprising fewer alleles and for sampling configurations in which the next-observed gene derives from a deme different from that of the majority of the present sample. Comparison to the efficient importance sampling proposals developed by De Iorio and Griffiths and colleagues indicates that their approximation for the novel-allele probability generally agrees with the true marginal, although it may tend to overestimate the marginal in cases in which the novel-allele probability is high and migration rates are low.
for p n (a) = Pr(a|Φ) with Φ = {θ}, the scaled rate of mutation,
in which u represents the per-gene, per-generation rate of mutation and 2N the number of a number of approaches, notably importance sampling (IS), to the determination of the likelihood of an evolutionary model. In particular, the Griffiths-Tavaré approach (e.g., fiths and Tavaré 1994b) with the observed data. Next-sampled gene: Ewens's (1972) own derivation of the ESF (1) proceeded from the 100 "remarkable intuitive insight" (Karlin and McGregor 1972) that the probability that the last 101 (n th ) gene added to a sample of size n − 1 represents a novel allele corresponds to 102 π n−1 = θ θ + n − 1 ,
with the probability that the last gene belongs to an allelic class already represented in the 103 sample in multiplicity i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) given by 104 (1 − π n−1 )
for a i denoting the number of alleles present in the sample in multiplicity i (1).
105
Labelled coalescent argument: To establish the ESF without prior knowledge of the 106 distribution of the allelic type of the next-sampled gene (3), Karlin and McGregor (1972) 107 used a labelled coalescent argument to produce a recursion in the AFS probabilities and 108 showed that the ESF (1) satisfies it.
109
As in Uyenoyama et al. (2019) , we denote the present (descendant) sample by D = a, for a the allele frequency spectrum (AFS). In the case of structured populations, for example, a provides information on the multiplicities and locations of the alleles in the sample. Let T represent the single evolutionary event that separates descendant D = a from its immediate ancestor A = b. For example, in the model (6) we will address here, the evolutionary event may correspond to migration, mutation, or coalescence. In general, the event may reflect any evolutionary process, including recombination. The likelihood of the model together with its parameters (Φ) corresponds to the solution of a recursion over the most recent evolutionary event:
Pr(D = a|Φ) = 
Similar to what has now become a standard coalescence approach, this recursion may be p n (a) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) a 1 n ,
in which the first factor represents the conditional probability of a full sample (size n) with 2.3 Distribution of the ancestor given the descendant in unstructured populations 134 A number of works have explored methods for approximating the distribution of the immedi-135 ate ancestor of an observed sample in more general contexts (e.g., Hoppe 1987; Griffiths and 136 Tavaré 1994a,b; Stephens and Donnelly 2000; Tavaré 2004; De Iorio and Griffiths 2004b) . By 137 addressing the distribution of the next-sampled gene, Stephens and Donnelly (2000) devel-138 oped a more efficient class of importance sampling (IS) proposal distributions for generating 139 genealogical histories. Hobolth et al. (2008) presented a comparison of the IS proposal 140 distributions of Griffiths and Tavaré (1994a) and Stephens and Donnelly (2000) under the 141 infinite-sites model.
142
Stephens and Donnelly (2000) 
for N an arbitrary constant that goes to infinity at a rate comparable to the N i (compare
151
(1)). AFS a now comprises elements of the form a ij , corresponding to the number allelic 152 classes that have i replicates in the subsample derived from deme 0 and j replicates in the 153 subsample derived from deme 1. Similarly, e ij denotes a unit vector, with unity in the ij th 154 position and zeros elsewhere. For clarity, we use p n 0 ,n 1 (a) to denote the probability of AFS 155 a, with the subscript explicitly indicating the number of genes (n 0 and n 1 ) derived from the 156 two demes.
157
Determining the distribution of the ancestor AFS in general contexts would be facilitated 158 if some key properties of the ESF were universally preserved. As Appendix C illustrates, 159 such properties in the case of structured populations might include that
160
(1) the probability that the next-sampled gene represents a novel allele depends on the Given observation of AFS a in a sample comprising n i genes derived from deme i (i = 0, 1),
179
the probability that a gene sampled from deme 0 represents a novel allele corresponds to 180 π n 0 ,n 1 (a, 0) = p n 0 +1,n 1 (a + e 10 )(a 10 + 1)/(n 0 + 1)
This expression reflects the characterization (5) of Karlin and McGregor (1972) of the last-181 sampled gene in terms of a conditional probability, with the factor (a 10 +1)/(n 0 +1) denoting 182 the probability that the last-sampled gene is a singleton allele. Similarly, the probability that 183 the last-sampled gene represents an allele already present in the sample in multiplicity x 0 in 184 deme 0 and x 1 in deme 1 corresponds to
Analogous expressions arise in the case in which the next-sampled gene derives from deme 186 1.
187
The IS proposals of De Iorio and Griffiths (2004b) incorporate an approximation to 188 π n 0 ,n 1 (a, 0) (7a), which reduces in the case at hand (6) to 189Ω (0, n 0 , n 1 ) = θ(n 1 c 1 + θ
(π(j|α, n) in their notation). Their approximation for the probability (7b) that the lastsampled gene belongs to a particular allelic class for which the sample already contains x 0 191 replicates in deme 0 and x 1 replicates in deme 1 is
for x 0 > 0 or x 1 > 0.
193
Similar expressions hold for cases in which the last gene is derived from deme 1:
for x 0 > 0 or x 1 > 0. sampling of the next gene from deme 0: 201 a p n 0 ,n 1 (a) p n 0 +1,n 1 (a + e 10 )(a 10 + 1)/(n 0 + 1) p n 0 ,n 1 (a) = a p n 0 +1,n 1 (a + e 10 ) a 10 + 1 n 0 + 1 .
On the left is the conditional probability, expressed as a ratio as in (5), that a gene de- 
Because a coalescence event involving the focal lineage implies that the focal lineage 219 shares its allelic state with at least one non-focal lineage, we exclude such an event in 220 determining the probability that the focal gene represents a novel allele. Accordingly, the 221 most recent event backward in time may correspond to a transition to a transient state on 222 level , reflecting migration, or to termination of the level, either through coalescence between 223 a pair of non-focal lineages or through mutation in the focal lineage or in a non-focal lineage.
224
Termination of the focal lineage by mutation implies that it represents a novel allele.
225
To determine the probability that the process terminates on level , with a mutation in 226 the focal lineage, or that it continues on to level − 1, we describe instantaneous rates of 227 within-level and between-level transitions. MatrixÛ , a square matrix with 2 rows and 228 columns, provides the probabilities of transitions through migration, with the ij th element 229 denoting the probability that the most recent event back in time corresponds to a transition 230 from state i to state j. For the residence of the focal gene in deme 0 (i ∈ [0, − 1]),
with all other elements set to zero. These transitions respectively denote backward migration 
again respectively denoting backward migration of a non-focal lineage presently in deme 0, 236 of a non-focal lineage presently in deme 1, and of the focal lineage itself.
237
MatrixV * (2 × 2( − 1), for 2( − 1) the number of states on level − 1), provides the 238 probabilities of between-level transitions that do not involve the focal lineage: a mutation in 239 a non-focal lineage or coalescence between a pair of non-focal lineages.
denotes the residence of the focal gene in deme 0 together with i non-focal lineages, with the
with other entries and unmeaningful expressions (e.g., c d with c < d) set to zero. Similarly,
243
for the focal gene residing in deme 1 (i ∈ [ , 2 − 1]) together with (i − ) non-focal lineages 244 and the remaining (2 − 1 − i) non-focal lineages in deme 0,
Vector T (2 × 1) provides rates of termination with the focal gene representing a novel 246 allele:
Here, the expression for level > 2 reflects a mutation in the focal lineage and the expression 248 for level = 2 reflects a mutation either in the focal lineage or in the single remaining non-249 focal lineage.
250
We now replace the elements ofÛ ,V , and T by their limiting values as described in (6): for > 2 for example,
We describe as transient the states among which transitions reflecting migration occur as indicated byÛ . The columns ofV and elements ofT correspond to exit states, indicating termination of level . As shown in Appendix A of Uyenoyama et al. (2019) , the probability that a process presently in transient state i exits through state j, representing an event not involving the focal lineage, corresponds to the ij th element of
The probability of an exit through mutation in the focal gene is similar but withV replaced 251 by T .
252
We use W n to denote the vector of probabilities that the focal gene, added to a sample 253 of size n − 1 is novel. For i ∈ [0, n − 1], the i th element, W n (i), provides the probability 254 that a gene, obtained from deme 0 to form an n-gene sample comprising n 0 = i + 1 genes 255 from deme 0 and the remainder from deme 1, represents a novel allele. Similarly, W n (i) 256 for i ∈ [n, 2n − 1] provides the probability that a gene, obtained from deme 1 to form an 257 n-gene sample comprising n 1 = i − n + 1 genes from deme 1 and the remainder from deme 258 0, represents a novel allele.
259
We determine W n for a sample of arbitrary size by induction, beginning with n = 2, for which
For example, under symmetry between the demes in migration rates and effective numbers,
the vector of probabilities reduces to
confirming the results of Hudson (1990) . For arbitrarily large migration rates (M → ∞), every element of W 2 in this case reduces to 2θ 1 + 2θ .
This expression agrees with the expression under the ESF (3a), noting that the total effective
In general ( > 2), a process in state i on level may terminate immediately, with a mutation in the focal lineage, with probability given by the i th element of
Otherwise, the process proceeds to level − 1, with the probability that the focal gene represents a novel allele given by
Accordingly, W n may be determined inductively, from
For arbitrary sample size n and z the level on which the mutation that establishes the focal 265 gene as a new allele occurs,
in which the matrix product begins on the left with [I −Û n ] −1V n * and ends on the right
In panmictic populations, the probability that the lineage of the last-sampled gene ter-269 minates in a mutation on a given genealogical level is uniform across levels (Appendix A of 4 Assessment of IS proposals 272 We assess characteristics of the IS proposals given in Section 3.2 in a two-deme setting (6). 
for X corresponding to (8a) and Y to the actual marginal novel-allele probability (16). For (8a), across rates of backward migration from deme 0 (M 0 ), with M 1 = 0.05 and θ = 0.1 for an initial sample of size n = 10. Relative error is highest for initial samples derived entirely from deme 0 (blue, n 0 = 10), declining and becoming negative for samples with progressively more genes derived from deme 1 (magenta, n 0 = 9; yellow, n 0 = 5: green, n 0 = 0). associated with a novel-allele probability for the last-sampled gene (x i ) and also a value (y i ) probability is generally higher for AFSs that themselves have higher probability, a trend 351 that persists under higher scaled mutation rates (Fig. 8) . The remaining curve suggests 352 that higher proportions of private alleles (those observed in the subsample derived from 353 exactly one deme; see Slatkin 1985) tend to be positively associated with higher novel allele 354 probabilities. Figure 8 suggests that the associations may be strengthened under a higher 355 mutation rate (θ = 1.0).
Number derived from deme 0 (n 0 )
Kendall's tau-b and McGregor (1972) to determine the probability of all allele frequency spectra (AFSs) in structured populations under the infinite-alleles model of mutation. Because the number of AFSs grows rapidly (although slower than exponentially) with sample size (n), at the approximate rate e π √ 2n/3 /(4 √ 3) (Bóna 2011, p. 98) , the computation of all AFS probabilities is clearly impractical for large last-observed gene. A more ancient coalescence of the lineage of the last-observed gene 381 allows more time for a mutation to occur in that lineage, tending to increase the novel-allele 382 probability. While the novel-allele probability is indeed relatively high for such sampling 383 configurations (e.g., see Fig. 3 ), the IS proposal (8) 
406
For monomorphic samples, which comprise n copies of a single allele (a n = 1), p(a n = 1) = qp(a n−1 = 1) + (1 − q)p(a n = 1)(1 − u) n .
Substituting (A.1) and ignoring terms of second order or smaller in rates of coalescence
(1/2N ) or mutation (u) yields a familiar expression: p(a n = 1) = n − 1 n − 1 + θ p(a n−1 = 1), in which the (n − 1)/(n − 1 + θ) term represents the probability that the most recent event 407 (T ) corresponds to the coalescence of a pair of lineages. Substitution of (1) verifies the ESF 408 in this case.
409
For samples comprising more than a single allele (a n = 0), the recursion corresponds to 410 p n (a) = n − 1 n − 1 + θ i p n−1 (a + e i − e i+1 ) i(a i + 1) n − 1
in which e i denotes a unit vector, with unity in the i th position and zeros elsewhere and unmeaningful expressions (e.g., probability of spectra with negative elements) are defined 412 as zero (Karlin and McGregor 1972) . The first term on the right of (A.2a) corresponds to 413 the splitting of an allelic lineage (in an ancestral sample of size n − 1) as the most recent 414 evolutionary event (T ) and the bracketed term to mutation (in an ancestral sample of size 415 n). Mutation in a singleton allele preserves the AFS a, mutation in an allele represented 416 exactly twice generates two additional singletons, and mutation in an allele represented i 417 times (i > 2) generates one singleton and reduces the multiplicity of the allele to i − 1.
418
Rearrangement of (A.2a) produces 419 p n (a) = n n(n − 1) + θ(n − a 1 ) i p n−1 (a + e i − e i+1 )i(a i + 1) + θ n(n − 1) + θ(n − a 1 ) i p n (a + e i+1 − e 1 − e i )(i + 1)(a i+1 + 1) . Here, we use the conditional probability interpretation of ratios of AFS probabilities (5) noted by Karlin and McGregor (1972) to provide an alternative derivation of the probability (3a) that the next-sampled (n th ) gene represents a novel allele:
Dividing both sides of fundamental recursion (A.2b) by p n (a), we obtain: 1 = n n(n − 1) + θ(n − a 1 ) i p n−1 (a + e i − e i+1 ) p n (a) i(a i + 1) + θ n(n − 1) + θ(n − a 1 ) p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n (a) 2(a 2 + 1) + i>2 p n (a + e i+1 − e 1 − e i ) p n (a) (i + 1)(a i+1 + 1) .
(B.1)
We denote the probability that the last-sampled gene represents an allele that occurs in the full sample with multiplicity i by φ(a i , a).
For any non-singleton in the full sample,
in which the second factor reflects the probability that one of the genes representing an allele with multiplicity i + 1 in the full sample is sampled last (compare (5)). An alternative expression conditions on the last-sampled gene representing an allelic type already observed among the first n − 1 genes:
in which the second factor reflects that the allelic class of the last-sampled gene corresponds 425 to the class of a gene sampled uniformly at random from the sample at size n − 1. Equating 426 these expressions for φ(a i+1 , a) yields 427 p n−1 (a + e i − e i+1 ) p n (a) = n − 1 n(1 − π n−1 )
the ratio of AFS probabilities in the first summation of (B.1).
The second ratio of AFS probabilities in (B.1) corresponds to a product of conditional 429 probabilities: 430 p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n (a) = p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) p n (a) .
(B.
3)
The probability that the last-sampled gene represents a doubleton allele in a full sample with AFS a + e 2 − 2e 1 is φ(a 2 , a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) = p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) 2(a 2 + 1) n .
This expression is also equal to the probability that the last-sampled gene is not novel relative to the penultimate sample (1 − π n−1 ) and belongs to an allelic class already represented by a singleton:
Equating these expressions yields p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) = (1 − π n−1 ) n(a 1 − 1) 2(a 2 + 1)(n − 1) .
Substitution of this expression and (5) into (B.3) produces
431 p n (a + e 2 − 2e 1 ) p n (a) = 1 − π n−1 π n−1 a 1 (a 1 − 1) 2(a 2 + 1)(n − 1)
.
The final ratio of AFS probabilities in (B.1) corresponds to 432 p n (a − e 1 − e i−1 + e i ) p n (a) = p n (a − e 1 − e i−1 + e i ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) p n−1 (a − e 1 ) p n (a) .
(B.5)
Once again, we have two expressions for the probability that the last-sampled gene represents an allele with multiplicity i in a sample of size n with AFS a − e 1 − e i−1 + e i :
Together with (5), these expressions produce 433 p(a − e 1 − e i−1 + e i ) p(a) = 1 − π n−1 π n−1 a 1 a i−1 (i − 1) i(a i + 1)(n − 1)
Substitution of (B.2), (B.4), and (B.6) into (B.1) produces a quadratic in π n−1 :
Ewens's (1972) expression (3a) for the probability of sampling novel allele on the n th draw 435 is indeed a root of this equation. The second root, independent of the scaled mutation 436 parameter θ, simply represents the probability that the last-sampled gene in a sample of 437 size n is one of the a 1 singletons (a 1 /n). As it is clear that the novel-allele probability must 438 depend on θ, the first root is this probability.
439
Appendix C Proposing an ancestor given the descen- is tantamount to full solution of the likelihood recursion (Stephens and Donnelly 2000) .
447
Observation of D excludes certain AFSs from consideration as A: for example, AFSs 448 that require more than one evolutionary event to be transformed into D have Pr(D|A) = 0.
449
However, the conditional distribution of A is not uniform over non-excluded ancestral states.
450
To explore a means of proposing A from D, Hobolth et al. (2008) examined the conditional 451 distribution (C.1) under the ESF (1):
These expressions suggest choosing a gene uniformly at random from the sample as the 453 lineage that participated in the most recent event. This gene either occurs in the sample 454 with multiplicity greater than or equal to 2 or is a singleton. With probability ja j /n, the 455 chosen gene represents an allele that occurs in the sample in multiplicity j (j ≥ 2). In this 456 case, the most recent event must have been a coalescence between that lineage and another 457 representative of the same allelic class, which implies b = a + e j−1 − e j .
458
Alternatively, with probability a 1 /n, the focal gene represents a singleton allele, newlyarisen by mutation. Using that all sampling orders are equiprobable, we regard the focal gene as the last-sampled gene. Immediately ancestral to the mutational event that created the allelic class of the focal gene, the focal lineage represented a singleton allele with probability θ/(n − 1 + θ). In this case, the state of the ancestor was b = a. Otherwise, with probability (n − 1)/(n − 1 + θ), the focal lineage shared its allelic class with at least one of the other n − 1 lineages. To determine the allelic class of the focal lineage, we choose a gene uniformly at random from the other n − 1 lineages and assume the focal gene shares its allelic class.
A singleton allele relative to the n − 1 non-focal lineages is chosen with probability (a 1 − 1)/(n − 1), implying that the focal gene represented a doubleton allele immediately ancestral to the most recent event (mutation). Accordingly, A = a + e 2 − 2e 1 with probability
With probability ja j /(n − 1), the gene chosen from the n − 1 non-focal lineages represents an allele with multiplicity j ≥ 2, which implies that A = a + e j+1 − e 1 − e j with probability a 1 n n − 1 n − 1 + θ ja j n − 1 = a 1 n ja j n − 1 + θ . Relative error is highest for initial samples derived entirely from deme 0 (blue), declining and 490 becoming negative for samples with progressively more genes derived from deme 1 (other 491 curves). = c 0 = c 1 = 1.0, n 0 + n 1 = 10 across initial sample configurations (n 0 = 0, 1, . . . , 10). All histograms have 10 bins, with bar width proportional to the sum of the probabilities of the AFSs that contribute to each bin. Figure 4 : Relative error ρ (17) between the marginal probability that a gene sampled from deme 0 represents a novel allele (16) and IS proposal (8a), across initial sampling configurations in which n 0 genes derive from deme 0 (n 0 = 0, 1, . . . , 10), with θ = 0.5, M 0 = M 1 = 0.1, and c 0 = c 1 = 1. Figure 5 : Relative error ρ (17) between the marginal probability that a gene sampled from deme 0 represents a novel allele (16) and IS proposal (8a), across numbers of genes in the original sample of size n = 100 derived from deme 0, for symmetric backward migration rates M 0 = M 1 = 0.5 and θ = 0.5. Figure 6 : Relative error ρ (17) between the marginal probability that a gene sampled from deme 0 represents a novel allele (16) and IS proposal (8a), across rates of backward migration from deme 0 (M 0 ), with M 1 = 0.05 and θ = 0.1 for an initial sample of size n = 10. Relative error is highest for initial samples derived entirely from deme 0 (blue), declining and becoming negative for samples with progressively more genes derived from deme 1 (other curves). Figure 7 : Kendall's tau-b (18) measure of association across AFSs between the probability that an additional gene sampled from deme 0 represents a novel allele for a given AFS and another feature of the AFS for an original sample of size 10 with n 0 genes (n 0 = 0, 1, . . . , 10) derived from deme 0, with c 0 = c 1 = M 0 = M 1 = 1 and θ = 0.1. The concave-up curve (blue) corresponds the the probability of the original AFS, the concave-down curve (magenta) to the number of alleles observed in the original sample, and the remaining curve to the proportion of alleles observed in only a single deme. 
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